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A half-day event full of 
valuable presentations, 
Q&As and Panel Discussions.

Event’s Scope
DLT4All Thessaloniki Lab aims at establishing 

a local community interested in Blockchain 
and Distributed Ledger Technologies. 
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The purpose of DLT4All project is to address effectively the lack
of European entrepreneurs', students', investors' and incubator
managers’ understanding of Blockchain and Distributed Ledger
Technologies (DLT) and their applications.

While DLT and Blockchain can have significant economic and
social impact, many European entrepreneurs, angel investors and
incubator managers are still not aware of the potential benefits
the adoption of these technologies can offer in terms of growth
and innovation. Additionally, while many European Higher
Education Institutes (HEIs) have shown interest in blockchain,
their curricula lack real-world cases from the business, investor
and startup worlds, that will allow them to deeply understand
and analyse state-of-the-art applications and blockchain-based
technologies’ innovation potentials.

DLT4All will equip European students, entrepreneurs, investors
and incubator managers with the necessary skills and knowledge
that are lacking in eight thematic priorities:
peer-to-peer database design, encryption techniques, consensus
mechanisms, digital signatures, privacy/property rights, smart
contracts, distributed autonomous organizations and Blockchain-
based decentralized applications.


